Next-generation Biometric Identity
as-a-Service (BIDaaS) platform

Leading digital device intelligence
company for a mobile-first world

aimbrain.com

inauth.com

A JOINT PROPOSITION GIVING THE BANK
A RISK-BASED ASSESSMENT THAT THE

CORRECT PERSON IS USING THE INTENDED DEVICE
Combining two next-generation authentication experts, the partnership
between InAuth and AimBrain delivers up to six factors of authentication,
creating a low friction user experience whilst reducing fraud, lowering costs and
complying with financial regulations.

SIX FACTORS

BENEFITS

COMBATS FRAUD
AIMBEHAVIOUR
behavioural
authentication

AIMFACE
selfie facial
authentication

INAUTH DEVICE
Permanent Device
Identification

INAUTHENTICATETM
encrypted in-app
messaging

INMOBILETM
BIOMETRTICS
fingerprint
identification

•

Integrated solution

AIMVOICE
voice challenge
authentication

•

Prevents all known cyber
threats: Replay, Phishing, Stuffing,
MitM, Malware, Root, RATs, Spoof
Augments platform with
rich data for risking

LOWERS COSTS
•

Reduce losses to fraud

•

Remove hardware tokens

•

•

Reduce need to challenge (OTP)
No incremental CX or UX costs

About AimBrain

About InAuth

Visit https://aimbrain.com or email
sales@aimbrain.com to arrange your demo.

For more information, visit www.InAuth.com

AimBrain is a BIDaaS (Biometric Identity as-a-Service)
platform that combines voice, facial and behavioural
biometrics with cloud-based identity authentication. It
combines both passive and active biometrics, and its
technology is underpinned by proprietary deep
learning, building an increasingly accurate profile of a
user over time. AimBrain is omni-channel, deployed
using open-source SDKs, and adheres to best security
practices.
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InAuth is the leading digital device intelligence
company for a mobile-first world. InAuth delivers the
most advanced device identification, risk detection,
and analysis capabilities possible to help organizations
limit risk, remove friction, and reduce fraud within their
digital channels. With safer digital transactions, banks,
payment networks, merchants, healthcare providers,
governments, and other organizations are better
positioned to capture new revenue opportunities and
compete more effectively in an “always-on” world.
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